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GO GO GO ALGORITHMS
What it’s all about?

YOU WANT YOUR WEBSITE TO RANK AS
HIGHLY AS POSSIBLE ON GOOGLE
The higher your website ranks, the more traffic and conversions you can hope to receive.
Google only wants the most relevant websites to show when a user submits a search. That means
websites that fulfil the needs of users based on the keyword searches they have entered.

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR SEARCH

Improving your search engine visibility requires an ethical, best practice
approach to SEO.
Keeping a close eye on Google’s algorithm updates is an important way to
minimise fluctuations and stay on top.

ALGORITHM CHANGES

In recent years, Google has made a series of algorithm amends, each designed to improve the relevancy of
the results that users receive. Each change moves the rules slightly for site owners keen to gain high
visibility.
Penguin, Panda and Hummingbird updates have been well-publicised within the SEO and digital industry
However they are still often misunderstood Here’s a quick round-up of the big three updates since 2011
and their impact on ranking.

GOOGLE ALGORITHM TIMELINE

PANDA

Launched in 2011, Panda was introduced to filter high-quality sites from platforms of
lower-quality, in line with Google’s aim of providing users with only the most relevant
search results.
Panda examines the content that sits on a website, determines whether it is of
optimal quality, and ranks it accordingly to its quality criteria.
Elements of a site that may be deemed ‘low quality’ include duplicate content, or
content that has little value to users (i.e. pages that are too short or do not offer
enough information).
The Panda algorithm was the first major step that Google took in more accurately
returning valuable content to users and filtering out lesser quality content.

PENGUIN

Penguin was released in 2012; its aim is to get rid of unethical links. The aim is to
examine the links used by and to a website - focusing on unnatural links. These
are links that may have been purchased, or linked to for linking sake
Getting sites of good authority to link to your platform is a good way to improve
your rankings, as Google will then consider your site as being a source of rich
information. This is proof that other reliable sites have put their trust.
Buying links, or having a suspiciously high number of links that point to your site
from low quality sources, is not looked on favourably and can result in restricted
rankings.

HUMMINGBIRD

Unlike Panda or Penguin, Hummingbird was more than an algorithm change. It was a
complete rework of Google’s overarching algorithm and indexing methods. It still uses
Panda and Penguin, but in August 2013, it completely changed Google’s approach to
how websites are ranked.
Hummingbird helps Google understand user queries better, in line with the search
giant’s approach to catering better for the needs of individuals looking for particular
content.
This change sought to understand what a user might actually mean when using certain
keywords. Hummingbird returns results that Google feels are of highest relevance. For
example, content that is shown to answer these queries, rather than content which
attempts to rank for a specific keyword, is likely to be looked on more positively by
the search engine.

FURTHER UPDATES, REFRESHES AND
RELEASES

Google continues to update and refresh its key algorithms periodically.
Google usually gives the industry warning when an update or refresh is about
to be implemented
Google continues to refine its algorithm with smaller updates, including the
local SEO update, ‘Pigeon’, and the mobile update ‘Mobilegeddon’ – the update
that rewards mobile optimised sites with improved mobile rankings.

2017

Early in 2017, Google announced that it will start to penalise, or lower the rankings of
specific web pages that display INTRUSIVE INTERSTITIALS on mobile web pages.
These are mainly sites that display pop-up boxes, that impact usability as searchers on
smartphones may find that their content does not perform as strongly as it used to in
mobile search.
Next is PHANTOM V, an unconfirmed update that appears to be focused on content
quality. PHANTOM V rewards substantial, useful content and punishing the opposite.
PHANTOM V remains unconfirmed, a study of its effects can be found on
Searchmetrics’ blog:
https://blog.searchmetrics.com/us/2017/02/15/google-phantom-5-update
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